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Onsager-Machlup Functionals for Solutions of
Stochastic Boundary Value Problems

Mireille Chaleyat-Maurel(1) and David Nualart(2)

(1) Universite de Paris VI, Laboratoire de Probabilites, 4, place Jussieu, tour 46-56,
75252 Paris, France.

(2) Facultat de Matematiques, Universitat de Barcelona, Gran Via 585, 08007
Barcelona, Spain.

Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to compute the asymptotic probability that
the solution of a stochastic differential equation with boundary conditions belongs to
a small tube of radius E > 0 centered around the solution of the deterministic equation
without drift.

1 Introduction

Let 0  t  1} be a continuous stochastic process defined on the Wiener space
(S~, ~’, P). Given a smooth function § belonging to the support of the law of X, we
are interested in the asymptotic behaviour as E tends to zero of the probability that
X belongs to a tube of radius f around ~.

If X is the standard d-dimensional Wiener process, and § has a square integrable
derivative, we know that the probability P (IIX -  f) is equivalent to

~~~~~ ’ ,
as f tends to zero, where ci is a constant, and Ai is the first eigenvalue of the Laplacian
in the unit ball. More generally, if X is the Wiener process with drift b, then we have

P  6) N exp (10 L(03C6s, 03C6s)ds) , ~ ~ 0, (1.1)

where 

L(x,y) = -1 2 |b(y) - x|2 - 1 2 (div b)(y).
This is true if the drift b belongs to Cl(Rd), and § is an arbitrary function in the
Cameron-Martin space (cf. Ikeda and Watanabe [3]) and [10]).

The functional L(~, ~) appearing in (1.1) is called the Onsager-Machlup functional
of the process X. In [1] we have computed this functional for the Brownian motion
with drift, and assuming that the initial value is a random functional of the Brownian

path. In this paper our aim is to compute the functional L(~, (~) when the process
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X satisfies a stochastic differential equation with boundary conditions, of the type
studied in the references [7] and [8]. Like in [I], the main ingredient in computing the
Onsager-Machlup functional will be a noncausal version of Girsanov theorem, due to
Kusuoka (cf. [4]). The next two sections will be devoted to the computation of the
Onsager-Machlup functional for first order and second order stochastic differential
equations, respectively.

2 Onsager-Machlup functional for stochastic dif-
ferential equations with boundary conditions

Let w = 0  t  1 } be a d-dimensional Brownian motion defined on the canonical
probability space (S~, .~’, P), where S~ = Suppose that f , g : Rd --~ Rd
are two continuous functions. Consider the following stochastic differential equation:

Xt = X0-t0 f(Xs)ds+03C9t , 0~t~1 (2.1)X0 = g(X1 - X0)
That means, instead of giving the initial condition Xo, we impose some nonlinear
relation between Xo and Xi. This functional relation could have been written in

the more general form h(Xo, Xl) = 0, but the above condition is more suitable for
our purpose. The existence and uniqueness of a solution to equation (2.1), and the
Markov property of this process have been studied in [7].

Using Theorem 2.3 below, it is easy to prove that the support of the law of X is
the set of continuous functions u in C((0, 1], Rd) satisfying the boundary condition
uo = g(ui - uo). Then, smooth functions in the support are of the form § - 
where § belongs to the Cameron-Martin space Hl. We recall that Hl is the subspace
of functions 03C6t = t0 03C6s ds, and $ E L2([0, 1], Rd).

Given an arbitrary function § in Hl, we are interested in the evaluation of the
asymptotic behaviour as f tends to zero of the probability that X belongs to a tube
of radius E around a smooth functions of the support, namely

(2.2)

where [[ . denotes the supremum norm in S~. This will provide the computation of
the Onsager-Machlup functional.

In order to compute the asymptotic behaviour of ,I‘(~), we will apply a generalized
version of Girsanov theorem that has been used in [7] to study of the Markov property.
For this purpose we introduce the process Y = ~Yt, 0  t  1} which is the solution
to equation (2.1) when f is zero. That means,

Yt = Y0 + 03C9t, ,0~t~1 (2.3)Y0 = g(Y1-Y0)
Clearly, x = wt + g(Wl). .

We define the transformation T : S~ --~ H by

T (w)t = Wt + o + g(Wl))ds (2.4)

= 03C9t + t0 f(Ys(03C9))ds.
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ive will assume the following conditions.

(hl) f, g : Rd ~ Rd are continuously differentiable functions.

(h2) The transformation T given by (2.4) is bijective.

(h3) We have
det(1 - 4li g’(wi ) + g’(wi )) fl 0,

a.s., where (4lt , 0  t  I ) is the fundamental solution of the linear system

( d03A6t # - f’(%)Wtdt
4lo = 1

In [7] some sufficient conditions on the functions f and g are given for the hy-
potheses (hl) to (h3) to hold. An example of such conditions would be:

a) f is a monotone function of class C1 such that

lim 1 03B1 sup [ f(z) ] = 0.

b) g is a monotone function of class C1 and there exists a constant C > 0 such that
)9("))  C(I + )")).

The bijective property of T is equivalent to the existence and uniqueness of the
solution to equation (2.I ).

As it is proved in [7, Theorem 3.6], under hypotheses (h1) to (h3) one can apply
a generalized version of Girsanov theorem due to I:usuoka [4]:

Proposition 2.1 Suppose that hypotheses (hl) to (h3) hold. There exists a proba-
bility Q on (Q, 0) such that Q o T-1 = P (namely, T(w) is a Brownian motion under
Q ), and Q is given by

J§ § " I + ~’(~’l ) ) I

x exp (, i £ i Trf’(X)dt - £ i f(X) o d03C9t - , i £ i ,

where J) f(Yt) o dwt denotes the extended Stratonovich integral (cf. f6J). 
’

We can state now the main result of this section.

Theorem 2.1 Suppose that the above hypotheses (h1) to (h3) hold, and, in addition,
the following conditions are satisfied:

(b~) f 6 ~~).

(h5) det(I - g’(z)) # 0, a.e.

(h6) Either g is linear (g(z) = Gz ) or § is of class C/ .
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Then, for any ~ E H1, we have

P (~~X - ~ - 9(~i)~~~  f) N Ll(~1)e-~
y(~)9’(~1) + g’(~i))~ [

x exp + g(03C61))dt - 1 2 10 |f(03C6t + g(03C61)) + 03C6t|2dt ,

as 0, where Ai is the first eigenvalue of the Laplacian in the unit ball, fl is the
associated eigenfunction, and

L1 Y’1) Ih ~ (~1) u I 1 ,I( I +s ’ (~~)) u I 1 } f 1(gl (~1)~)fl((~’+ g’(y))u)du.
Proof: Fix a function § E Consider the transformation T~ : S~ -~ Sl defined by

- wt + 03C6t + + 03C6s + g(y + y))ds (2.5)

= 03C9t + 03C6t + t0 f(Ys(03C9+03C6))ds.
In other words, T03C6(03C9) = T(w + 03C6). Applying Proposition 2.2 and the ordinary
Girsanov theorem one can show that there exists a probability Q~ on (St, ~) such
that Q03C6 o (T03C6)-1 = P (namely, T03C6(03C9) is a Brownian motion under Q4» and

- det(7 - 03A61(03C9 + 03C6)g’(03C91 + 03C61) + g’(03C91 + 03C61))|

. f ( Y ( w+ ~)) o dwi

- 0 1. ~t~t - - 20 1 1 (f (Y(w + ~)) + . .
The process Y(w + 03C6) satisfies the equation

Yt(03C9 + 03C6) = Y0(03C9 + 03C6) + T03C6(03C9)t - t0 f(Ys(03C9 + 03C6))ds , 0~t~1 (2.6)Y0 = g(Yl - Yo) 
°

Therefore, the law of the process X under the original probability P coincides with
the law of the process Y(w + ~) under the probability Q~. This allows us to write the
functional JE(~) in the following form

JE(~) = P (~~X - ~ - 9(~1)~~~  E)
= + ~) - ~ - g(~i)I1~  E)
= + 9(W + ~1) - g(y)~~~  E).

Define the set

GE - +  E}~ ,
where g~(x) = g(x + ~i) - ~(~i). Then J’(~) can be written as

~) = 
= 

In order to prove the theorem it suffices to prove the following facts:
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(Cl)

= ! det(I - (03A61(03C6) - I)g’(03C61)|

x exp {1 2 /’ + 

(C2) lim~~0 e03BB1~2 03B12(~) = L1(03C61).

Proof o/ (Cl); Consider the following Wiener functionals:

= j det(/ - (~) - 7)~(~i))
x exp {1 2 10 Trf’(Yt(03C9)dt - 1 210 |f(Yt(03C9)) + .

A2(03C9) = exp {- /" + 03C6)) o d03C9t}
A3(03C9) = 

We have

= )E + ~(~M - ~i(~))! G,]!
~ (E + ~) - ~(~))’! G,])’~ (E[~(a;)~3~)’! G.])’~
+~(~)!E[~(~3(~)!G,]-i!.

Therefore, the proof of the convergence (Cl) reduces to establish the following three
facts:

lim E [(A1(03C9 + 03C6) - A1(03C6))2 | Gj = 0, (2.7)

(2.8)
~>0

(2.9)
dO

The convergence (2.7) is immediate because ~i is a continuous functional of c~,
and on the set ?c we have |g(03C91 + 03C61)-g(03C61)|  ~ and, therefore, ~03C9~~  2e. We are

going to prove the relation (2.9) and the proof of (2.8) would follow the same lines.
Using the arguments of Ikeda and Watanabe ([3], page 449), which are still true if we
condition by the set (?c instead of  c}) in order to prove (2.9) it suffices to
show that for any c in R, we have

lim sup E [exp (c /’’ + 03C6)) o | G~] ~ 1, (2.10)

lim sup E [exp(c10 03C6td03C9t) G’J  1. (2.11)

The inequality (2.11) follows from the results of Shepp and Zeitouni (cf. [10]) if we
assume that the function 9 is linear. In fact, in this case the set Gc is convex and
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symmetric, and we can use the arguments based on the correlation inequalities. On
the other hand, this inequality is also true by an integration by parts argument if the
function § is of class C6.

In order to show the inequality (2.10) we will use the same arguments as in ~1~.
We write

f (Y(~ + ~)) = + + ~i)) + f’(~t + + 

and hypotheses (h4) implies that  CE2 on the set GE. Then, using again the

arguments of Ikeda and Watanabe, it suffices to show that

limsup E [exp fc /’ + + 03C61)) o 1, (2.12)

limsup E exp (c /’ f’(03C6t + + 03C61))03C9t o dWt cj  1, (2.13)

and 
’ 

lim sup E exp o cj  1, (2.14)
Elo L B 0

for all c E R. The proof of these inequalities would follow the same lines as the proof
of Theorem 2.1 in (1~. For this reason we omit the details of this proof and we just
indicate the method of proof. The inequality (2.12) is obtained using the integration
by parts formula of the nonadapted Stratonovich calculus (see [6]). The inequality
(2.13) follows by the same arguments as in Ikeda and Watanabe ([3], page 451) with
the help of the Levy area and exponential inequalities. In order to handle inequality
(2.14) one uses uniform exponential estimates and the susbstitution theorem for the
Stratonovich integral (see [6]).
Proof of (C2): we have to estimate the probability

a2(E) = P ( sup +  c)/
when E goes to zero. Note that g~ is continuously differentiable and g~(0) - 0,

g~(0) = g’(~1). Using an idea of Le Gall we can express 02 (c) in terms of the exit time
of Brownian motion. More precisely, let us denote by Ba(r) the open ball in R~ with
center a and radius r > 0. Then, if Ta,r is the exit time of this ball for the Brownian
motion starting at zero, the above probability can be written as

a2(e) = P (~ gm(~1)~E > l) . . (2.15)

For any b e Rd, ~b~  6 and any Borel set A C we can write

where the function is obtained as follows. Let Qt be the semigroup whose generator
is -2~ on the ball B6(E) with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Then, for any bounded
measurable function f on Bb(e), and for any x 6 we have

E~ = 
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Therefore,
P > E A) = Q11A(0).

If we denote by qt(x, y) the kernel of Qt, we have = ql(0, x).
Suppose that 0  Ai  A2  ~ ~ ~  an  ~ ~ ~ are the eigenvalues, and { fn, n >_ 1}

an orthonormal sequence of associated eigenfunctions of the problem

1 20394fn + 03BBnfn = 0fn|~B0(1) = 0 (2.16)

Then,

qt(x,y) = e-~-dfn(y-b ~) , (2.17)

and~~’~~ 

~6,c(x) _ ~ °° f-~ fn x-b , (2.18)
n=1 B E E /

It holds that

P ~~ 9m(Wl),E > 1) _ ~~9~(x)~E~~x+9~(x)~E~ ~-gm(~)~E(x)dx. (2.19)

In fact, we have that

= P > 1|03C91 = x) f03C91 (x), (2.20)

where f03C91 is the density of wi. Moreover, is a continuous function of the
variables (b, E) on the set  E,  E} (this follows from (2.17)). Consequently,
we can substitute b by -g~(x) in (2.19) and we obtain

03C8-g03C6(x),~(x) = P (T-g03C6(x),~ > 1|03C91 = x) f03C91 (x)
= P > = x) 

which implies (2.18).
Finally, from (2.15), (2.18) and (2.17) we get

a2(f) =  e-03BBn ~2 ~-d {|g03C6(x)|~,|x+g03C6(x)|~} fn (g03C6(x) ~ ) fn x + g03C6(x) ~) dx. (2.21)

Set

L~n(03C61) = ~-d {|g03C6(x)|~,|x+g03C6(x)|~} fn (g03C6(x) ~) fn (x+g03C6(x) ~) dx.
Using the change of variables x = tt~ we can write

Taking into account that the functions f n are bounded we deduce that the limit

Ln(03C61) = lim L~n(03C61)
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exists and it is expressed as

~n(~1) - 

It is well-known that f 1 is strictly positive (see [2]). Consequently, > 0 and

from (2.21 ) we obtain the exact asymptotic behaviour

a2(~) ~ L1(03C61)e-03BB1 ~2,

and the proof of the theorem is complete. D

Remarks:

1. When g = 0 we get

L1(03C61) - f 1(0) 

which is the usual constant for the Onsager-Machlup functional with given initial
value.

2. The periodic boundary condition Xo = Xi is not covered by the equation
Xo = g(Xi - Xo). Nevertheless with minor modifications and using the ideas of [7]
one can also obtain the Onsager-Machlup functional for this and related cases.

3 Onsager-Machlup functional for second order
stochastic differential equations

In this section we will assume that d = 1, namely, H is the space of real valued
functions on [0,1] which vanish at zero. Let f : R - R be a continuous function and
consider the equation

Xt = X0 - t0 f(Xs)ds + 03C9t ,0 ~ t ~ 1
X0 = X1 = 0 (3.1)

This equation has been studied in [8] and [9]. There exists a unique solution for each
03C9 ~ 03A9 provided the function f is continuously differentiable and f’  0.

Let us denote by ~Y(w), 0  t  1} the solution of the above equation when
f = 0, that is, 

Yt = Y0 + 03C9t ,0~t~1 (3.2)Y0 = Y1 = 0

Clearly, Yt = fo t wads - t fo 1 wsds and if = wt - fo 1 wsds.
From Proposition 3.1 below it follows that the support of the law of X is the set

of continuously differentiable functions on [0,1] which vanish at 0 and 1. Given a

function § in the Cameron-Martin space the path

Yt(03C6) ’ Y’sdS - t 
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belongs to the support of the law of X and we are interested in the asymptotic
behaviour as E tends to zero of

J~(~) =  E). (3.3)

In the above expression we have used the seminorm defined by

~y~1,~ = Sup 
t~[0,1]

for y E Cl ([0, 1]), instead of the usual supremum norm. This seminorm is well fitted
to the process X because Xt behaves as a Brownian motion.

As in the previous section the computation of the asymptotic behaviour of 
is based on the application of the extended Girsanov theorem to a suitable transfor-
mation T~ on the Wiener space. This transformation will be defined as follows

= W~ + ~t + .f (Y$(W + ~))ds. (3.4)
0

From the results of (8~ and (9~ we have the following result:

Proposition 3.1 Suppose that f is continuously differentiable and f’  0. Fix

~ E Hl. Then the transformation T~ defined by (~.~~ is bijective and there exists
a probability Q03C6 such that Q03C6 o (T03C6)-1 = P and

dQ03C6 dP = I Zl (W + 03C6) I exp {- / f (Y (W + 03C6) ) o dWt - / 03C6td03C9t
dP ~ o 0

2 o 
1 

+ l~)) + ’

where Zl is the solution at time t =1 of the second order differential equation

( Zc + = ~> > ~ ~ t ~ I (3.5)Z0 = 0, Z1 = 0

The process Y(W + ~) satisfies the equation

+ ~) - + ~) = - o f (YS(w + ~))ds.
As a consequence, the law of the process X solution to (3.1) coincides with the law of

Y(w + ~) under Q~. This allows to write the functional JE(~) in the following form

Jf (~) -  E)
- + ~) -  E)
- o 10 03C9tdt~~  E).

In the sequel we will use the notation
1

HE = {~03C9 - o 03C9tdt~~  E}.

Now we can state the main result of this section.
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Theorem 3.1 Suppose that f is continuously differentiable and f’  0. For any
~ E j~~ we have, as e tends to zero,

 6) - {-~’ !/(~(~)) + °

Proof: We have

J~(03C6) = E (dQ~ dP|H~) P ( H E) .

So in order to prove the theorem it suffices to show that

lim E ( dQ~ dP| H~)
= -1 2 o 1 I f ( Y ( ~ )) + .

Consider the following Wiener functionals

= exp 1 2 + ,

B2(03C9) = exp{-10 f(Yt(03C9 + 03C6)) o d03C9t}

B3(03C9) = exp{- 

We want to show that

lim E ( dQ~ dP|H~) = B1 (03C6).

Using the same technique as in the previous paragraph we have

E I
= HE [

 (E + ~ - 
1~2 

+Bi ~ I HEJ -1 ~ ~ ,

and it suffices to show that

lim E + 4» - B1(03C6))2 | HE = 0, (3.6)

sup E[(B2B3)2 | H~]  oo, (3.7)
E~O

lim E[B2B3 | H~] = 1. (3.8)

The convergence (3.6) is immediate because Bi is a continuous functional of w,
and on the set HE we have  2e. Using the arguments of Ikeda and Watanabe
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([3], page 449), in order to prove (3.7) and (3.8) it suffices to show that for any c in
R, we have

1

lim sup E exp c f (Y (w + 03C6)) ° dwt 1 HE  1, 
’ 

(3.9)

lim sup E[ exp c t H,  1. (3.10)

The inequality (2.11) follows from the results of Shepp and Zeitouni because the set
HE is convex and symmetric with respect to the origin.

In order to show the inequality (3.9) we will use the same arguments as in the
proof of (2.10)

The following lemma, whose proof was given to us by Wenbo Li (cf. [5]), provides
the asymptotic behaviour of the probability of the set HE as f tends to zero.

Lemma 3.1 We have

lim ~2 log P ( sup / wsdsl  c) = -03C02 8.
do ~0 / 8

Proof: Set pE = P(HE). We have

P sup / wsdsl  e, / wsdsl  e~)
o o /o 0 /

~ P sup |03C9t|  (1 - 6’)6, ! I / i 03C9sds|  E3
~0 /

~ P sup H  (1 - P (! /’ wsdsl  6’) , ,/ o o /

where the last step is due to the correlation inequalities (see Shepp and Zeitouni [10]).
Finally, we deduce the inequality

p~ > (3.11 )

for some constant C > 0 and for E small enough.

To obtain an upper bound we write

p, = V" P (sup |03C9t - 10 wsdsl  E, wsds - 2k~3|  E3

~ Y" P sup IWt - 2h31  (1 + E2)E, I wsds - 2h31  E3
’ ’

 y" P sup 2kE3~  (1 + 

 (2[1 2~-2] + 1)P sup H  (1 + .
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This implies that
~2

P  (3.12)
for some constant C > 0 and for e small enough. D

We conjecture that the estimates (3.l l) and (3.12) can be improved in the sense
that the polynomial term in e can be replaced by a constant.
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